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Abstract 

Wheat productivity is adversely affected by rise in temperature. Wheat production is estimate to loss 6%  

with each 1°C rise in temperature,  The outmost discovery from this review are high temperature 

decreases germination of seeds, dimish grain growth duration, degenerates mitochondria, substantial 

influence on chlorophyll content and reduction of photosynthesis. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Bread wheat (Triticum spp.) is a self-pollinating annual plant, hexaploid (AABBDD) with the 

chromosome number of 42 and a genomic size of 16 GB. It has three progenitors namely Triticum urartu, 

Aegilops speltoides and  Aegilops tauscii. Wheat belongs to the family Poaceae (grasses) [1].  

ABIOTIC STRESS 

Living organisms have evolved inherent mechanisms to cope up it the abiotic stresses. Plants are 

immovable, so it restraint their behavioral reaction to different stresses and places a forceful prominence 

on cellular and physiological mechanisms of adaptation and protection [2].There are many abiotic stresses 

such as elevated temperature, chemical toxicity, drought and oxidative stresses etc are consequential 

menacing to agriculture and become the predominant source of crop loss globally, minimize standard 

yields for vital crop plants [3] 

HEAT STRESS 

The utmost problems in most cereal crops cultivated in South East Asia are the heat stress. 

Elevated temperature beyond a threshold cause irreversible demolition to the function of plant 

and development or modification of metabolism, growth and yield reduction [4]. The expansein 

that heat stress harms the plants is a complex issue. It based on the intensity, duration, rise in 

temperature, other environmental conditions such as the high temperature occurs (during the 

daytime or the nighttime) and where it occurs (in the air or the soil) [5]. Global warming has 

become a crucial threat for sustainable agriculture in worldwide. Genome-wide analysis of 

Abiotic stress responsible for drought, heat stress and their combination in wheat seedlings and 

compared them with transcriptional response. Shows that stress-response pathways incline to be 

extremely over represented among overlapped genes under heat stress and their combination [6]. 
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PROCEDURE OF HEAT STRESS 

Plant resistance to inflated temperature may be reach through diverse mechanisms, including modification 

at the whole-plant levels [7]. Higher activity in the photosynthetic apparatus is exhibit by heat tolerant 

grass species and cultivars [8] [9] when exposed to prior optimal temperature carbon allocation and 

nitrogen uptake rates become higher. [10] [11]. Oxidative stress in grasses is generated by heat stress so 

that species and cultivars exhibit disparity in the activities of antioxidant enzymes associated with 

difference in heat forbearance [12]. 

The notworthy outcome on protein metabolism, including protein degradation, protein accumulation 

inhibited, and induction of certain protein synthesis, depending on the level and duration of heat stress 

[13]. Middling heat response presumes down regulation of proteins functioning in lipid biogenesis, 

cytoskeleton structure, sulfate assimilation, amino acid biosynthesis, nuclear transport and antioxidant 

response [14]. 

MORPHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAT STRESS ON WHEAT  

The impediment of seed germination in wheat is the predominant effect of heat stress [15] [16]. Affects 

on embryonic cell in wheat which reduces crop stands through impairing seed germination and emergence 

by ambient temperature around 45°C [17]. The plant meristems and reduction in plant growth by 

promoting leaf senescence and abscission and by reducing photosynthesis mainly affects by heat stress 

[18]. The plant growth duration by reducing seed germination and maturity periods are amending by heat 

stress ranging from 28 to 30°C [19]. Plants grown under optimum or low temperature has higher biomass 

than warm environment produces. Adverse effects on leaf development and productive tiller formation in 

wheat are affected by day and night temperature around 30 and 25°C [20]. In wheat production, the 

prevalence of reproductive stage heat stress has been found to be more detrimental [21]. During 

reproductive phase one degree rise in average temperature can cause severe yield loss in wheat [22] [23]. 

With 6-8°C increase in temperature during grain development cause the dimished grain growth duration 

and growth rate in wheat varieties [24]. Mitochondria is degenerated, the protein expression profiles 

alters, reduction of ATP accumulation, and oxygen uptake in imbibing wheat embryos, results in 

increased occurrence of loss of seed quality relating to seed mass, vigor, and germination by high 

temperature stress [25] [26]. Reduction in seed mass by accelerating seed growth rate and by shortening 

the grain-filling periods in wheat arise due elevation in temperature of 1–2°C [27]. Heat shock arises in 

the reduction of grain filling duration, kernel weight and head weight of lines, but the kernel number 

remained the same. Substantial changes were also seen among cultivars in the reduction in grain weight 

per ear, kernel number and single kernel weight under heat stress [28]. Inflated temperature reduce the  

rate of photosynthetic, viable leaf area,  mass of shoot and grains, weight of the kernel and content of 

sugar at maturity and water use capability  are lowered  [29]. 

 

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAT STRESS ON WHEAT  

ROOT  

Wheat growth was affected more by heat stress in roots, the cooling effect of no-till (NT) on soil may 

minimize the risk of root heat stress and benefit the yield compared with conventional tillage (CT). 

Reducing root heat stress especially during the grain growth stage and slightly increasing pre-seeding soil 

moisture, no-till increased above-ground biomass (33-160%) and grain yield (18-147%) annually [30]. 

Otayk studied the 12 wheat genotype under four environmental conditions and observed that plant height 

and spike length was significantly influenced by genotypes [31]. 
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CHLOROPHYLL  

Heat stress had a influence on the chlorophyll content and antioxidant enzyme activity in two winter 

wheat varieties (Plainsman V and Mv Magma),reported that the activity of enzyme Glutathione-s-

transferase, ascorbate peroxidase (APX) and catalase were enhanced in Plainsman V and that of 

Glutathione-s-transferase and catalase in Mv Magma [32]. The comparative physiological changes under 

timely and late sown conditions in wheat genotypes found that heat stress affects chlorophyll content and 

leaf area index in sensitive genotypes whereas proline and malonialdehyde content were higher in tolerant 

genotypes under late sown condition. Moreover, higher heat susceptibility index of wheat genotypes viz., 

HS-240 and K-0-307 [33]. 

 WATER  

Changing ambient temperature is commonly found to be most erratic in Plant water status. Dehydration in 

plant tissue causes restriction of growth and development of plants these are caused by Elevation in 

temperature. An upper limit of maintaining water status of a crop, during flowering is 31°C [34]. wheat 

plants exposed to heat stress substantially decrease the water capacity and the relative water content in 

leaves, and reduce photosynthetic productivity. when there’s increase in leaf temperature [35]. High 

temperature imposed after tillering shows reduction of water potential in wheat and the reduction was 

higher in genotypes susceptible to heat stress [36]. Different antioxidants are related with dehydration 

tolerance and are stimulated under heat stress. Due to increased transpiration in stressed leaves and 

dropping of osmotic potential [37]. Increased hydraulic conductivity of cell membrane as well as plant 

tissues primarily for increased aquaporin activity [38] and reduction of water viscosity  are caused by heat 

stress [39]. 

PHOTOSYNTHESIS 

 

The awful growth performance in wheat, due to Photosynthesis. It is a preponderance sensitive 

physiological event [40]. The photosynthesis is depleted, due to this leaf area expansion decreased, 

dimished photosynthetic machinery, premature leaf aging and wheat production reduction are the 

important effect of heat stress [41] [42]. Interference of thylakoid membranes, causes hindrance in the 

activities of membrane-associated electron carriers and enzymes,that results in a reduction of 

photosynthesis rate these are caused by heat stress in wheat [43]. The rate of leaf photosynthesis are 

minimizes by the inactivation of chloroplast enzymes, predominantly induced by oxidative stress. 

Depletion of net photosynthetic rate due to heat stress is frequently attributed to expand non-

photorespiratory processes [44]. The restrictions  of photosynthetic activities is the outcome of reduced 

soluble protein, Rubisco and Rubisco binding proteins [45] [46]. leaf exposed to inflated temperature near 

about  40°C either in day or night causes a considerable modification  in Rubisco and Rubisco activase 

and these alterations are irreversible under dark conditions in Wheat [47]. Heat stress inhibited 

chlorophyll accumulation at 45° C for 8 h in leaves of wheat cultivars and cause complete inhibition of 

photosynthesis by inhibition of Photosystem II [48]. Changes in photosynthesis leads to a shortened life 

span and diminished plant productivity due to heat stress [49]. An experiment was conducted with two 

genotypes of wheat Hindi 62 (heat tolerant) and PBW 343 (heat susceptible). Senescence was 

characterized by measuring photosynthesis related process and endoproteolytic activity during non-stress 

environment (NSE) besides, heat-stress environment. Heat tolerant, having pale yellow flag leaf with 

larger area, cooler canopy under higher temperature was maintained than heat susceptible. Hindi 62, 

shows a slower rate of senescence than PBW 343 during HSE, contribute towards heat stability [50].  

CONCLUSION 
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There is a need of omics based approaches for decoding the complexity of traits linked with abiotic stress 

for increasing the production of wheat. 
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